BUILDING ON EXPERIENCE
SINCE 1947

THE RIGHT PEOPLE ON
THE RIGHT PROJECT

COP Construction LLC (COP) is a premier provider of

We employ approximately 200 full-time personnel

trusted and innovative heavy civil construction

with a diverse range of expertise. Many of our

solutions within both public and private sectors. We

people have been with the company for decades.

are driven by our commitment to safety, excellence

With access to this vast resource of experience and

and integrity. Our ability to successfully perform as

knowledge, we have the ability to create the

a general contractor or a design-build partner

perfect team for every project.

knows no boundaries.

60 years. Our tradition of high-quality, innovative

SAFELY AND RESPONSIBLY
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

construction solutions include:

As an industry leader, we hold ourselves to the

• Industrial Energy

highest standards of safety, citizenship and fiscal

A collaborative “can do” approach to our work has
been the trademark of the company for well over

responsibility. We believe there is no greater

• Mechanical & Process Piping

importance than the well-being of our employees,

• Municipal Utilities

partners and communities. To this end, our

• Water Lines

employees are provided with proper training and

• Sewer Lines

equipment, every project is carefully evaluated, job

• Storm Drains

site safety analyses are performed, and regular

• Pile Driving

safety meetings are conducted.

• Shoring

Our financial strength also contributes to our ability

• Demolition

to successfully complete each project. This strength

• Dewatering

is evident in our ability to bond a single project up

• Concrete Structures

to $60 million and $130 million aggregate.

• Foundations
• Dams & Reservoirs
• Bridges & Overpasses
• Streets & Roads
• Subdivisions
• Water & Wastewater Treatment Plants
• Excavation & Grading
• Hydro Excavation

INNOVATIVE HEAVY CIVIL CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS

